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Abstract: Mast cells (MCs) are large granular mononuclear cells which are bone marrow derived, they are found in
different tissues and also they can move. Degranulation of MCs is caused by various stimulus .Oral pyogenic granuloma
is a recognized oral lesion that possibly originate as a response of tissue, it is suggested that local factors can activate
MCs resulting in mediators releases that finally bring about pyogenic granuloma. This study was aimed at determining
the average intact and degranulated mast cell count in oral pyogenic granuloma. 50 paraffin blocks of oral pyogenic
granuloma was selected. Slides stained with 1% toluidine blue were prepared and MCs numbers were studied with light
microscope. The average numbers of total and degranulated MCs were calculated 11.87 and 9.62 respectively. The
percent of degranulated MCs was measured about 80%, this finding is really remarkable and can introduce MCs as an
effective factor in the pathogenesis of oral pyogenic granuloma. By mast cells careful considerations, it seems that
pyogenic granuloma represents a reactive lesion resulting from local etiological factor like gingival inflammation,
calculus or trauma which activate mast cells leading release of mast cell mediators which further results in subsequent
changes in the tissue leading to formation of pyogenic granuloma.
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INTRODUCTION
Mast cells have been described for the first
time by Ehrlich in 1878. He used the term “mastzellen,”
a German term that refers to feeding, in order to
describe these cells. Ehrlich also noted the association
between mast cells and inflammation, blood vessels,
and nerves. Mast cells are found in all connective tissue
types of the oral cavity, including the periodontal
ligament, the dental pulp, and the gingiva. Mast cells
have been associated with a wide range of oral
affections, such as periapical lesions, gingivitis,
odontogenic cysts, pyogenic granulomas, and lichen
planus [1]. Mast cells (MCs) are large elliptical or
spherical mononuclear cells [18]. They are bone marrow
derived; usually containing 80-300 granules and also
can move [2].

Mediators synthesized following mast cell activation
are represented by interleukins IL-1, IL-3, IL-4, IL-5,
IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-13, and IL-16, platelet activating
factor (PAF), RANTES, MIF-1 alpha (macrophage
inhibitory factor) and arachidonic acid metabolites,
prostaglandin, and leukotriene C4 (LTC4) [1].

Mast cell granules contain a great variety of
mediators, which may be grouped into two categories:
preformed and de novo. Preformed mediators are
represented by tryptase, chymase, cathepsin G,
histamine, heparin, serotonin, IL-16, and TNF-α.

There is a belief that MCs in oral tissues
release various pro-inflammatory cytokines and tumor
necrosis factor (TNF- α) that promote leukocytes
infiltration; also mast cell secrete proteases activate
matrix – metalloproteinases -9(MMP-9) which may
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Mast cells degranulation cause release of proinflammatory mediators like: TNF- alpha (TNF-α) ,
chymase , tryptase ,MMPs , bFGF ,heparin , histamine
,various
interleukines
and
cytokines
RANTES. RANTES secreted by activated T cells
attract mast cell and stimulates degranulation [3].
Degranulation of mast cells is caused by various stimuli
such as IgE receptors, neuropeptides (substance P),
chemokines and other physical stimulus [2].
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have a role to alteration in basement membrane in
inflammatory conditions [4].
Pyogenic granuloma is a recognized oral lesion
and its occurrence in man was first described in 1897 by
Poncet and Dor [5]. Oral pyogenic granuloma comprises
about 1.85 % of all oral pathoses [6] and known to
involve the gingiva commonly, It is suggested that this
lesion possibly originate as a response of tissues to
minor trauma and or chronic irritation [5]. Local factors
for example calculus, gingival inflammation or trauma
can activate MCs resulting in mediators’ release that
promotes inflammatory and vascular changes and
finally bring about pyogenic granuloma [4].
This study was aimed at determining
average intact and degranulated mast cell count in
pyogenic granuloma, based on the theory
degranulated MCs can play causative role in
pathogenesis of pyogenic granuloma.

the
oral
that
the

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present study was conducted on 50
paraffin blocks with oral pyogenic granuloma .Two
sections was prepared from each block : one stained
with H&E for confirmation of diagnosis and one
stained with toluidine blue(Merck, Germany) for
mapping of mast cells. Slides of pyogenic granuloma
were then subjected to microscopic assessment.
Two morphological types of mast cells recognized
in TB stained sections:
1. Intact MCs with dark blue or purple color,
these cells did not show any sign of
degranulation.
2. Degranulated
mast
cells that had more
extruded metachromatic visible granules .In
this type of MCs partial or perfect
disintegration of original cell outlines was
presented.
Mast cell counting: In the 5 high power fields of
each section of pyogenic granuloma degranulated, intact
and total numbers of MCs were counted fewer than 40X
magnification, and it was done with enough attention
not to overlap mast cell count [7]. Results were
expressed as the average number of mast cells per high
power field.
RESULTS
Out of 50 cases of oral pyogenic granuloma,
80 % of occurrence was observed in the 3 rd, 4th and 5th
decade with a female predilection of 3:1. All of cases
occurred on gingiva. In the pyogenic granuloma, the
average number of total and degranulated mast cells per
high power field was calculated 11.87 and 9.62,
respectively the percent of degranulated mast cells was
measured about 80%.
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DISCUSSION
Pyogenic granuloma still has a questionable
pathogenesis, whether this lesion demonstrates a benign
neoplasm, a reactive lesion or an infection process
remains vague [8].
Increasing in average mast cell count in
inflammatory reactive situations like granulation tissue ,
gingivitis ,inflammatory hyperplasia [9] also
in
vascular condition like hemangiomas [10] states that
MCs can have an effective role in recruitment of
inflammatory cells and angiogenesis ; as well as mast
cells degranulation
sets free performed granules
including mediator like tumor necrosis factor,
histamine, serotonin
and numerous proteases
responsible for most of the mast cell dependent
functional responses[11], thus determining whether
mast cells are degranulated or intact may be a good
marker to evaluate whether MCs are including in a
practical process or not [8].
Juneja et al.; found that in oral lichen planus
about 60% of mast cell were degranulated
which
considered an important
source of
chymase and
tryptase, which are MMP 1,3 and 9 activator proteases
[12].
Gomes et al.; suggested that
MCs count
increases in neoplasms and ultraviolet irradiated skin,
in 4 group in their study including normal oral mucosa,
actinic cheilitis with mild dysplasia, actinic cheilitis
with severe dysplasia and lip squamous cell carcinoma,
the most number of MCs related to lip SCC and
followed by actinic cheilitis with mild dysplasia [13].
Ghalayani et al.; showed that the degranulated
mast cell, ratio of degranulated mast cell and TNF-α
positive degranulated mast cell in oral lichenoid
reaction were significantly higher than oral lichen
planus and therefore these may be able to be used as
diagnostic markers to the differential diagnosis of OLP
and OLR [14].
Kamal et al reported that an increase in the
average MCs count and the average number of
degranulated MCs in oral pyogenic granuloma in
comparison with normal oral mucosa was observed [8].
Shea et al.; claimed that mast cell play a key role in the
pathogenesis of dermal pyogenic granuloma [15]. In our
study the percent of average degranulated MCs was
calculated about 80% that could be completely
significant. This finding can confirm the results of
previous studies [8, 15]. And introducing MCs as an
effective factor in the pathogenesis of oral pyogenic
granuloma.
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Mast cells are sensitive to neuropeptides and
through their interaction with neural elements,
construct a neural immune network with Langerhans
cells in mucosal tissue. This makes mast cell
degranulation easier in reaction to various etiological
factors. Further, on degranulation process, mast cells
set free a range of pre-formed mediators and these
mediators eventually lead to inflammatory and vascular
changes in pyogenic granuloma [16]. Spoorthi et al.;
studied MCs count in oral inflammatory lesion
including inflammatory
hyperplasia, pyogenic
granuloma and periapical granuloma , they reported
the most average MCs count was related to
inflammatory hyperplasia [17].
By mast cells careful considerations, it seems
that pyogenic granuloma represents a reactive lesion
resulting from local etiological factor like gingival
inflammation, calculus or trauma which activates mast
cells leading release of mast cell mediators which
further results in subsequent changes in the tissue
leading to formation of pyogenic granuloma [18].
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